Abstract: We find the N-soliton solution at infinite θ, as well as the metric on the moduli space corresponding to spatial displacements of the solitons. We use a perturbative expansion to incorporate the leading θ −1 corrections, and find an effective short range attraction between solitons. We study the stability of various solutions. We discuss the finite θ corrections to scattering, and find metastable orbits. Upon quantization of the two-soliton moduli space, we find a geometrically induced s-wave bound state.
Introduction
Recently [1] it was realized that one can construct stable soliton solutions in noncommutative scalar field theory even though such solitons do not exist in commutative scalar theories in higher than two dimensions. The solutions are particularly simple when the noncommutativity parameter θ → ∞, where one finds an infinite dimensional moduli space of solitons. This program has also been extended to noncommutative gauge theories [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] .
These solitons have found an application in the context of tachyon condensation where D-branes can be found as soliton solutions on higher dimensional non-BPS Dbranes. By turning on a B-field one makes these non-BPS D-branes noncommutative and the soliton configurations studied represent various types of lower dimensional D-branes [7, 8] .
There also seems to be a place for application of these solitons in a noncommutative description of the Quantum Hall Effect [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] .
Motivated by these developements, we have studied what happens when one scatters noncommutative solitons. In [15] we analyzed this questions using moduli space techniques, and found a Kähler metric on the moduli space somewhat analogous to the metric on the moduli space of two magnetic monopoles. A natural generalization of the results in [15] is to find the moduli space metric for N solitons. In this paper we find a simple and elegant expression for the Kähler potential for the general case.
The analysis in [1] was mainly done at infinite θ but a program to find corrections to the solitons at finite θ was initiated. This was followed by studies at finite θ, both numerically [16, 17] and theoretically [18, 19] . This topic is important, since one would like to know if the solitons are stable at finite θ, and if they are, how many of the infinite number of moduli survive. We study this issue and find that at finite θ, nonradial excitations, which were ignored in [16, 17, 18, 19] , destabilize all "excited" soliton states, and leave only the basic N-multisoliton solutions.
Quantum issues have also been studied in [20] . We find striking effects due to the geometry of the moduli space.
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we construct the general N-soliton solution at infinite θ. We find the metric on the moduli space corresponding to spatial displacements of the solitons, and discuss the three-soliton case in detail. In section 3, we introduce a perturbative expansion that allows us to incorporate the leading θ −1 corrections. In the two-soliton case we find an effective short range attraction between solitons. In section 4 we use these perturbative results to study the stability of various solutions. In section 5 we focus on the two-soliton case and discuss the finite θ corrections to scattering. We find a range of interesting phenomena, including metastable orbits. In section 6, we quantize on the two-soliton moduli space, and find an s-wave bound state. While writing of this paper, we became aware that results which have some overlap with our results were presented in [21] .
Multisolitons at infinite θ

Multisoliton solutions
The two-soliton solution at infinite θ, constructed in [1] , is
where λ is an extremum of the potential V (φ), 2) and |±z = e
|z| 2 ±za † |0 . This can be generalized to the n soliton case as follows: Let z α , α = 1, . . . , n be pairwise different complex numbers satisfying the center of mass condition n α=1 z α = 0. With
3) the multi-soliton solution is
where A is the n × n matrix, 5) and P n is a rank n projection operator onto the linear subspace of the harmonic oscillator Hilbert space H spanned by the vectors |z α . For large separations, i.e., |z α − z β | ≫ 1 for all α = β, 6) i.e., in this limit, Φ n describes n well separated level 0 solitons. To study the limit z α → 0 it is convenient to introduce a new basis:
where ǫ is a small parameter and |i = 1 √ i! a † i |0 . P n can now be written as
and hence, in the limit ǫ → 0, Φ n describes n solitons from the 0 up to the n − 1 harmonic oscillator level, all at the origin. In the generic case of different z α , P n is unitarily equivalent to the projector onto the subspace spanned by the vectors |i with i < n. To construct the unitary transformation explicitly, we diagonalize the matrix A (which is hermitean and positive semidefinite). Let v (α) and a (β) denote its (orthonormalized) eigenvectors and corresponding eigenvalues:
and the Hilbert space vectors
we find w α |w β = δ αβ , and
For n = 2 this procedure -as expected -gives {|w 1 , |w 2 } = {|z + , |z − }. Finally, we take any orthonormal basis in H whose first n vectors coincide with |w α and denote it by {|w j }. For
we have
In a completely analogous manner, one may construct excited multisoliton solutions from states |z α , n = (a † ) n |z α (the excited two-soliton case was worked out in detail in [15] ). However, as shown in section 4, such solitons are all unstable for any nonzero θ, and hence we do not discuss them further.
Moduli spaces
The metric on the multi-soliton moduli space is Kähler for any n. Up to a constant normalization factor we have [15] :
12)
Straightforward calculation gives
(2.14)
The three-soliton case
As a simple example, we consider the three-soliton metric in detail; the matrix A becomes where ζ is the relative distance between the soliton at z 1 and the soliton at z 3 and is taken to be much smaller than z 2 . Inserting this in (2.16) we get
Thus the geometry factorizes into two pieces, one, coordinatized by z 2 , which is flat, and another, coordinatized by ζ, with precisely the Kähler potential of the 2 soliton moduli space, including the conical singularity when the solitons coincide. We can also study what happens when all three solitons come together. We study the most symmetrical case where the solitons are at the same distance from the origin and separated by the angle . In that case we can choose the coordinates
.
For small values of ζ we get the Kähler potential 20) giving rise to a conical singularity of the type
This lead to a scattering angle of 
Finite θ: perturbation Theory
We now consider the finite θ corrections to the soliton solutions. At finite θ one has to include the derivative terms in the energy functional:
If we make the ansatz
and use the conditions
Extremizing with respect to the perturbation B, to leading order we find
This implies that P has to satisfy the consistency condition
Fortunately, this relation is fulfilled for all the soliton solutions we consider. We can write the solution of (3.4) in the form
where X is an arbitrary operator; it drops out of both (3.4) and -as a consequnece of (3.5) -the energy (3.3) to order θ −1 , and hence we choose X = 0 in what follows.
A special class of projectors that satisfies (3.5) is given by solutions of the equation
It includes the projectors that give the n soliton solutions (2.4). It is trivial to see that (3.7) implies (3.5), while the reverse implication does not hold -the projector |n n| with n > 0, satisfies (3.5) but not (3.7).
For operators P satisfying (3.7), the energy (3.3) can be rewritten in a simpler form
1 No order θ −2 terms in φ contribute to the energy at order θ −1 because they are multiplied by V ′ (λ) or V ′ (0), which both vanish.
Explicit solutions
For one-soliton states, our perturbative expansion reproduces the results in Appendix A of [1] to the appropriate order in θ −1 . For P = |z+ z+| + |z− z−| (2.1), the simplifying condition (3.7) is satisfied. One may calculate the first order correction B to Φ from (3.6):
by substituting ∆ P = [ a , [ P, a † ]] as above, but to find the corrections to the energy, it is easier to use the expression (3.9), simplify using the cyclicity of the trace, and the condition (3.7), and only then substitute the explicit form of P .
At order θ the energy is a constant:
One might expect that at the lowest non-trivial order the energy could depend on the relative position of the solitons z, but this dependence cancels:
(For the unstable excited states of [15] ,
.) The z-independence at the lowest nontrivial order implies there is a range of energies for which the moduli space is an accurate description even at finite θ. At next order w find
(3.12)
The z-dependent part of this produces an attractive force between the solitons. However, it is very short-range, vanishing as e −4|z| 2 . For small |z|, the potential between the solitons goes smoothly to a finite constant. (One may consider solitons such that the false vacuum is a maximum rather than a minimum: V ′′ (λ) < 0. Then the potential between the solitons could be repulsive or vanish; however, in this case the solitons are unstable.)
Corrections to the moduli space metric
Using the perturbative scheme developed above, we can compute the leading corrections to the level zero n soliton metric (2.13). To order θ −1 we have:
where
14) 15) and ∂ α ≡ ∂ z α and∂ β ≡ ∂zβ . For
we find:
To find the metric on the two-soliton relative moduli space, we set z 1 = z, z 2 = −z, and hence
(3.18)
Explicitly, 19) and (3.17) gives 
Stability analysis
In [1] it was shown that there exists a path in field space interpolating between field configurations corresponding to the operators |n n| and |0 0| and along which the gradient energy decreases monotonically. This path is given by |α α|, 0 ≤ α ≤ π 2 , where |α = cos α |n + sin α |0 .
(4.1)
Hence for finite θ the state |n n| decays to the state |0 0|. However, for finite θ the state |n n| differs from the stationary point of the full static energy functional by terms of order θ −1 , and the energy of the true solution is smaller then the energy corresponding to the |n n| state by terms of the same order. Due to this energy difference the true level n-soliton cannot decay along the |α α| path. Its instability can be, however, still demonstrated with the help of the perturbative methods discussed in the section 3.
We define
P α satisfies the consistency condition
only for α an integer multiple of π 2
, but we can still consider a path in field space given by:
Φ(0) and Φ(π/2) are (up to the terms of order θ −2 ) the true level n-and level 0-solitons, and the energy of the Φ(α) configuration is given by (for n > 1)
When θV ′′ ≫ n, the function E(α) decreases monotonically for 0 ≤ α ≤ π 2
, and hence the |n n| soliton is unstable for n > 1. For n = 1 the resulting formula for E(α) is slightly different, but the conclusion is the same.
The analysis above can be extended to the case of the solutions corresponding at θ = ∞ to the projection operators
If there is a "gap" in the set I, i.e., for some m < n we have m ∈ I and n ∈ I, then using the projectors P m,n (α) = (cos α |n + sin α |m ) ( n| cos α + m| sin α) , (4.6)
we can construct a "decay path" as in (4.4) . This shows that potentially stable, radially symmetric, level n-solitons φ (n) must approach
as θ → ∞. We now consider the stability of such states. For ψ of the (general) form
where U is some unitary operator, the energy functional (3.1) can be written as
with U p,k ≡ p|U|k . The radially symmetric states φ (n) have the form
where, for large enough θ, the perturbative analysis gives To check stability of this solution we consider
where δc k are arbitrary real parameters and U ≡ e iεT with arbitrary hermitean T. Using (4.8) we find
The second line of this equation shows that as long as
To check stability against unitary rotations we use the perturbative form of φ (n) (4.9,4.10). We denote by E the T -dependent part of (4.12). Terms of order θ 0 in E can be written in the manifestly positive semi-definite form:
In general, these dominate any terms that are lower order in θ; however, (4.13) has zero-modes, so we need to consider terms of order θ −1 :
Some of these are positive as they stand, and some are obviously dominated by the O(θ 0 ) terms, e.g., the negative sum proportional to
together with the terms in (4.13) with l = n + 2 can be written in the form
which is positive for
we can rewrite terms in (4.14) proportional to
These terms are potentially dangerous only along the zero mode direction of E| θ 0 with some nonvanishing T n,l , l ≥ n + 2. Such modes obey the condition
which gives |T 0,l | = 0 for l ≥ n + 2 and the recursion relation
this implies T n,l = 0 for l > 2n + 1.
For l = 2n + 1 (4.17) gives
while for l = n + p with 2 ≤ p ≤ n we get
and the last three terms in (4.15) give
This concludes the proof of perturbative stability of φ (n) up to the terms of the order θ −2 .
The remaining zero modes of (4.12) are given by T k,l with k > n or with l < n (thanks to the hermiticity of T we can always choose k to be smaller than l). The first set of these zero modes (with k > n) is irrelevant -they correspond to the unitary transformations that do not change the state to order θ −1 . The other set of zero modes (with k < l < n) corresponds to rotations that act on the nonzero c k 's and do change the soliton. To check if they can destabilize the soliton we would have to extend the perturbative analysis to higher orders in θ −1 . Fortunately, for the most interesting case, that of two solitons, the only remaining nontrivial zero mode, T 01 , produces just a translation of the center of mass of the solution.
The geodesic equation at finite θ
We now study classical scattering in the presence of a generated potential U.
Integrating the classical equations of motion
For concreteness and simplicity we consider the two-soliton case (3.12):
The effective action for the two-soliton system is
where the metric g is given by ds 2 = f (r)(dr 2 + r 2 dϑ 2 ) and f is as in [15] f (r) = coth(r
In principle, we should consider the corrections (3.20) to the moduli space metric; as discussed below, for large θ, these can be ignored. In contrast, the potential U is important even though it is also suppressed at large θ.
Varying the action leads to the equations of motion
The second equation is the same as for the case without U and the solution is [15] 
where l is an integration constant corresponding to the angular momentum. The first equation can then be written as
An integrating factor for this equation isṙf from which one finds the solution
where E is an integration constant with the interpretation of the total energy of the system. In the same way as in the case without a potential [15] , this leads to scattering trajectories found from the integral
is the impact parameter as in [15] . The finite θ correction to the geodesic scattering picture can therefore be found by using a corrected functioñ
Since U is attractive (negative) there are no extra divergencies in the effectivef as compared to f . If U had been repulsive, but of the same functional form 2 , it would have made the effectivef more repulsive.
We can make some estimates of the validity of our approximations by restoring the dimensions of the coordinates: r → r √ θ
. Since E = f 2 √ θ v 2 + U, which corresponds to a particle of effective mass
moving in a potential U, we can find a range of velocities where the moduli space approximation should be good. For the correction to the classical result in (5.9) to be small we need
However, for the adiabatic approximation to be valid, the momentum transfer must remain sufficiently small so that fluctuations out of the moduli space are suppressed. In our case there are several possiblities since potentials for different fluctuations appear at different orders in perturbation theory. Even if we do not have the exact potentials, we can estimate their strength from the general behavior of perturbation theory. Most fluctuations have potentials already at θ = ∞. They are not excited as long as
Other fluctuations get a potential only at first order in perturbation theory. They are not excited as long as
this is a stronger requirement, but it can be satisfied for large enough θ. For the two-soliton case, all relevant fluctuations are of one of these two types; higher soliton scattering requires a higher-order analysis.
Trajectories
It is interesting to investigate some explicit cases for the scattering trajectories of the previous section. We have prepared movie clips in MPEG format 3 . The first movie shows the behavior for large values of the impact parameter. The solitons just pass each other with no scattering taking place. In the second movie the right angle scattering for small impact parameter b is shown 4 . Notice that this qualitative behavior is true irrespective of the value of the total energy E since it only depends on the value of the functionf at large or small r. However, in the presence of the attractive potential U(r) and for small enough energy ( U 0 E > 3.86) we find new qualitative behavior shown in the third movie. We get a metastable orbit where the solitons circle around each other for some time before they scatter to infinity. These results are summarized in the following picture where the exit angle is plotted as a function of the impact parameter in the case where 
Quantization
In this section we discuss the quantization of the effective hamiltonian that describes the motion of solitons. We focus on the two-soliton case. The Schrödinger equation for this problem can be written as
5 There is really a factor of
in front of the ∇ 2 operator but we can soak it up in a redefinition of U and E so that they now are dimensionless.
and f (r) is the metric (5.3) . The potential is rotationally symmetric and hence for ψ = χ(r)e ilϑ the equation reduces to:
Rescaling the wave-function and introducing a new coordinate ρ
reduces the equation to a flat space Schrödinger equation
with
. (6.6)
For r → ∞ we have
which implies ρ = r up to exponentially small corrections and
An integrable solution of (6.5) must vanish as r → ∞, and consequently has the form
where κ = √ |E| 2
. Hence the radial wave-function (6.4) has the asymptotic form
For small r we expand f (r) = 2r where the first term comes from the (rescaled) U(r(ρ)). Clearly, for large enough θ, it can be disregarded in comparison to the third (for l = 1) or the second (for l = 1) term in (6.13) and we omit it in what follows. For l > 1 the potential (6.13) is repulsive, which excludes the possibility of a bound state in the l > 1 partial wave. For l = 1 the leading (proportional to ρ −2 ) term vanishes and the potential becomes attractive. However, the square well potential that frames U eff for l = 1 (in the sense that it is both deeper and wider) does not have any bound state; this rules out the l = 1 bound state in the potential U eff .
For l = 0 we have U eff (ρ) ≈ −U 0 − 1 4ρ 2 (6.14)
with U 0 = 8 15 and (6.5) has a solution that vanishes at ρ = 0:
φ < (ρ) =Ã √ ρJ 0 (kρ) (6.15) with k = U 0 − |E|. Hence, near the origin, the radial wavefunction (6.4) is
Matching the wavefunctions and their derivatives at ρ = a (for any a ∼ 1) we find ka J 1 (ka) J 0 (ka) = κa K 1 (κa) K 0 (κa) (6.17) This equation has a solution for E for arbitrarily small U 0 . To see this, consider E ≈ 0 (i.e. κ ≈ 0); (6.17) thus reads Notice that the energy of the bound state decreases very slowly with increasing U 0 .
The appearance of an s-wave bound state may seem paradoxical for an interaction that gives rise to classical trajectories that are clearly repulsive; however, this is not uncommon for velocity dependent forces.
Because of this s-wave bound state, for sufficiently small soliton energy the cross section becomes very large; this ruins the moduli space picture. The conclusion is therefore the same as in the previous section: for the moduli space picture to be a good approximation we need energies in an intermediate range, not too big to ruin the adiabatic approximation but not too small to see the bound state.
The question of how the classical metastable states found in the previous section appear in the quantum treatment is left to future work.
